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"The collection of drawings . . . represents
elements common to rural life in Vermont
. . . in the first two decades of the twentieth
century."

"Family Traits:"
Vermont Farm Life at the Tum of the Century:
The Sketches of Stanley Horace Lyndes
Edited by DAWN K.

ANDREWS

Among his legacy to his family , Stanley Horace Lyndes left a small,
handmade and worn book of his drawings. The sketches of his family
and their neighbors wryly depict life on small farms in Calais, Cabot ,
and Marshfield in the years between the tum of the century and World
War I.*
"Gramp" Lyndes, as the young artist was known to his family in later
years , was an unusual man. Born in Calais in 1898, he grew up on
the family farms in Cabot and on the Brook Road in Marshfield . He
dutifully trudged to the local grammar schools and graduated from
Marshfield High School in 1916 and Montpelier Seminary in 1918. To
develop his artistic talent, he left Vermont for New York City and enrolled
in Pratt Institute.
The young Vermonter hated the city. He had to work at a variety of
jobs to keep himself at Pratt , where he drew these sketches of his Vermont
boyhood for an assignment . The art curriculum (which apparently did not
stress spelling) prepared him to teach , and as soon as he secured a job
offer in 1922, he left New York, without completing his last term. He
taught manual arts in Indian Orchard, Massachusetts, at Choate School
in Wallingford, Connecticut, and at summer camps in Maine. He was an
exceptionally skilled woodworker creating everything from clocks to log
cabins. An avid outdoorsman , "Gramp" Lyndes hunted and fished whenever and wherever he managed an opportunity. After a long career teach*Stanley Lyndes' sketches are in the possession of Jean Lyndes Andrews, Falmouth,
Maine. The introductory material is based mostly on the oral tradition of the Lyndes
family and their friends, the editor's recollection of her grandfather's stories, and town
records.
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Stanley H. Lyndes
(1898-1975)

ing young people , he retired to Plainfield , Vermont, where he lived until
his death in 1975 . His grandchildren remember his stories, the toys he
made for them and the food and candy he always had for them.
In "Family Traits" the young art student primarily sketched his immediate family . His father ALP Adams Lyndes (1872 -1940) lived in
Massachusetts and Wisconsin before coming to Plainfield, where he
married Flora "FOLIE" Hill (1877-1967) and ran a livery stable before
he started to farm . Alp , whose sons nicknamed him "Alphonse," did not
really like farming , and he usually had some scheme percolating on the
side, such as raising racehorses and breeding hunting dogs. Folie and
Alp had five children: Elery (1896 -1967) or "PUSSIE" (pronounced like
"fussy") as the family called him , STANLEY (1898-1975), MERTON
(1900 -1946), DORIS (1907 -1917), who does not appear in the sketches,
and Arthur (1909-1972) known better as "BILL. " Alp's mother, JENNIE,
lived with them . UNCLE HENRY Hill , Folie's brother, and her parents ,
Horace ("HOD") and Augusta Hill , lived nearby, as did their neighbors,
the Spencers.
The Lyndes liked the Spencers and their three children, Mary, Ivan
and Bertha. "Cramp" Lyndes later referred to them as having "nothing
modem about their existence in style of clothing, foods , or living habits.
Old fashioned is the best way to put it plus being odd and independent."
Ivan Spencer, born with club feet, developed unusual skill sliding down
hill on an old single-runner jack jumper. The Lyndes boys , swinging
lard buckets full of lunch, frequently walked to school with the Spencer
children.
Uncle Henry Hill, who was eccentric, fascinated the young artist. Hill
had studied engineering at New Hampshire College, now the University
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of New Hampshire, in Durham, and had gone to the western mmmg
frontier. He returned to Vermont with "problems" and lived with the
haunting spectre of "them who were after him ." He would disappear
in the middle of the night , be gone for extended periods and then just
as mysteriously reappear at breakfast as though nothing had happened.
He stimulated the imaginations of the Lyndes boys with tales of the wild
west and his "supposed" shoot outs with Pinkerton detectives and famous
criminals. He always spiced his language with expletives of unknown
origin such as "caday," "Wheeler swore, " and '"Tis round. "
While the collection of drawings which makes up "Family Traits"
portrays the personalities and special facets of the Lyndes family , it also
represents elements common to rural life in Vermont and other places
in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Stanley Lyndes captured
with his sketches much the same sense of growing up in Vermont that
Robert L. Duffus skillfully described in his affectionate books, Williamstown Branch (New York: Norton, 1958) and Waterbury Record (New
York : Norton , 1959). Hard work, the monotony of chores, and responsibilities shared by grandparents, parents, and children alike underlay all
other activity. These rural families had little to spare and knew how to
"make do" as the sketches revealed with their stress on the importance
of pennies , homespun recreation, "Maggie", the family horse , or small
details as patches on a dress or pair of pants, the lunch pails made
from lard buckets, the uses for skunk oil , and the inevitable "hand-medowns." An event which Stanley Lyndes long remembered was his first
orange. Given to him as a Christmas gift in 1912, he smelled it every
night as he went to bed for about two months before he finally ate the
precious fruit .
Despite the obvious hardships - the cold winters, the lack of plumbing,
and the constant demands of the farm · Lyndes preferred the spare life
in the country to New York City. With a certain boyish rascality he
recalled in his sketches the swimming hole, the fascination with racing
and speed, the lively pranks, and the earthy humor. The family , with,
typically, three generations living under the same roof, showed patience
and love ; the family also witnessed moments of anger, and the practical
jokes had a faintly cruel twist as they played on individual foibles . Yet
the family generally lived happily -together, working and entertaining
themselves in the seasonal rhythm of the hill country farm and looking
forward to the ragman's visit , sugaring-off, rolling the snow, and a congenial family Christmas dinner to relieve the steady round of chores.
Hard living was not necessarily bad living, and the stem life on a
Vermont farm and its "cold crude days," as Lyndes called them, brought
a certain warmth.
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